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Every marriage has two hearts, one light and one dark . . .   Lisey Landon shared a profound and

sometimes frightening intimacy with her husband, Scott, a celebrated bestselling novelist -- and a

man with many secrets. One was the place where his gifts of imagination came from, a place that

could heal or destroy him. Now, two years after his death, it's Lisey's turn to face Scott's demons on

a nearly fatal journey into the darkness he inhabited. . . . --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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I'm a big King fan, and -- unless I'm dead broke or just plain dead -- will always read his new novels

as soon as they come out, but all in all, I'd have to say "Lisey's Story" is not one of my favorites. It's

not bad, exactly; there are way too many beautifully written passages to even consider calling the

book bad.However, I think that the book was badly in need of some editorial intervention at some

point. I'm not referring to the book's length (though it IS too long, probably by about 300 pages), but

rather to (1) an incredibly excessive use of silly language and (2) too many different threads of plot

that don't manage to fully connect.In terms of the silly language . . . well, "silly" is patently the wrong

word for me to use. Here's the deal. The two main characters, one of whom exists only in

recollection by the other, are a (formerly) married couple who have a sort of private language

consisting of certain phrases ("Strap On Whenever It Seems Appropriate," for example) and words

(replacing "afghan," meaning the sawhl. with "african," and so on). This is nothing revolutionary; it's

the same thing as an inside joke, and everyone I know, in each significant relationship, has a few of



tthose that get tossed around until they do in fact become a sort of private language. But here's the

problem with that in a novel: it kept me at a distance the entire time. I think it was designed to bring

me into the interior lives of these two people, but it had the exact opposite effect on me, and at a

certain point in time I began to get actively annoyed every time this sort of thing appeared. And it's

used A LOT. Less so toward the end of the novel, but it's incessant in the first 200 pages.

At first blush, LISEY'S STORY is not your daddy's Stephen King. To be sure, there are initial hints

of things that go bump, but it's not like THE SHINING, SALEM'S LOT, or even CELL. If, as King has

said, MISERY was his love letter to fans, LISEY'S STORY is a love letter to his wife, written from the

perspective of his death. This is not an easy concept to get your head around at first. But if you're

willing to invest time and attention to what King seems to consider his penultimate work, then at the

very least you will encounter a beautifully told tale that is worth your time, energy and money.There

was a point very early on when it looked to me as if LISEY'S STORY was going to be King's major

attempt at non-genre fiction, and I almost stopped reading. There are two protagonists herein: Lisey

Debusher Landon and her husband of a quarter-century, Scott. In the "now" of LISEY'S STORY,

Scott, an award-winning author, has been deceased for two years, and Lisey has multiple balls in

the air: her relationship with each of her somewhat batty sisters, pressure from a pushy academic

type to gain access to Scott's trove of papers, and her own grief. As I started to set aside this

weighty tome, I thought, "More John Irving than John Saul, aha!" There's nothing wrong with books

of domestic matters, of course; they're just not my cup of tea.But I didn't give up, and as the novel

progressed, I discovered that there is much more to LISEY'S STORY than domestic drama. A great

deal of this tale consists of flashbacks concerning the long course of the Landons' courtship and

marriage, and we ultimately come to know Scott, who is much more than a wonderful husband and

wordsmith. Scott has secrets, not the least important of which is his ability to "heal quick," his

"books" and his love for Lisey.
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